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This past year I have been fortunate to work on a variety of projects and tasks learning
more about the sport of orienteering as well as the business side of the national office.
With regards to coaching, the approval of the competition introduction materials we were
given the approval to move forward with the development of the workshop and learning
facilitator materials. This is an important project and we are focused on utilizing
orienteering experts to assist with development of specific technical materials.
There was another year of consistent financial support from our external funding partnerthe Coaching Association of Canada to provide continue financial support through the
next phase of development.
Orienteering Canada is also involved in working with other national sport organizations
and the Coaching Association of Canada to work collaboratively to provide training and
educational opportunities in a very targeted and cost effective manner. We are looking
for more opportunities to provide training and financial support for coaches.
In addition to coaching, it has been a pleasure to be a part of a few other committees such
as the Recognition, Awards and Celebration committee which held its first meeting this
past June. As well as the Officials committee, where some good work has been done to
update and edit much of the materials.
With regards to partnerships we have reached out and had initial discussions with a few
key groups such as OPHEA, Scouts Canada, ParticipACTION as well as Premier Sport
Awards. This is an area I would like to devote some specific time towards in the coming
year.
In addition, I have worked on numerous projects with Charlotte over the year such as
sport Canada submission, policy updates, updating operational documents/procedures
etc.
I cannot write a report without thanking the numerous volunteers that do so much to
continually assist with all work that needs to be done- it’s such a pleasure to be a part of
this sporting community.
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Finally Charlotte MacNaughton. Your volunteer efforts over the 10+ years as
Executive Director are unfounded anywhere else. You have provided countless hours
of work, leadership and guidance to help bring Orienteering Canada to where it is
today. I’ve appreciated all your mentoring this past year and have enjoyed working
with you. Best wishes to you as you focus on other projects and endeavours.
Respectfully submitted,

Tracy Bradley
Assistant Executive Director
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